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There are about 60 chiasmata in each male meiosis,
corresponding to 30 crossovers per male germ cell

1 Morgan (M) is the genetic interval corresponding to
1 crossover in the genome; thus, the genetic length of the
male genome is about 30 Morgans (or 3000 cM)

Gene (or marker) loci on the same chromosome are linked 
if their alleles stay together during transmission from 
parent to offspring significantly more often than not (i.e., 
if their recombination frequency theta (Θ) is < 0.5).

For small values of Θ (e.g., < 0.10), the recombination 
fraction in % is equivalent to the genetic distance in cM
(5 % rec. --> 5 cM)

… but for Θ --> 0.5 , the genetic distance approaches ∞





The LOD (= log of odds) score:
a tool for the quantitiative assessment of linkage between 
disease genes and (other) genetic marker loci in families

Principle: 
a) calculation of the likelihood that disease and marker 
allele co-segregate in the pattern observed in a family 
under the assumption that the two are linked (i.e., assuming 
that their true recombination frequency theta is < 0.5; e.g. 
0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,….)

b) calculation of the likelihood of the segregation pattern 
under the assumption that the two loci are unlinked (theta 
= 0.5)

c) calculation of the log of (a/b) for any value of theta 
between 0.0 and 0.5 (where it becomes zero) --> the LOD 
score curve





Pedigree sizes (no. of informative meioses) required to 
‘prove’ linkage:

co-segregation of two markers at one meiosis increases 
the likelihood ratio (odds) for linkage by a factor of 2, or 
the log of odds (LOD score) by 0.301

thus, co-segregation of two X-chromosomal markers from 
a grandfather to 2 daughters and to their 7 grandsons  (7 
informative meioses) yields a LOD score of 2.107

10 informative meioses are required to obtain statistically 
significant evidence for linkage between two autosomal 
loci (LOD score > 3) 





A LOD score of > 3 is considered as significant for linkage 
between  autosomal genes and markers (for X-linked 
markers:   LOD score > 2 !), and for a given recombination 
fraction Θ, linkage is excluded if the LOD score is < - 2

Rule of thumb for the relation between genetic and 
physical distances in the human genome:

1 centiMorgan (cM) = 106 basepairs (1 Megabase = 1 Mb)

(because the physical map of the human genome is  
roughly 3 billion bp long and its genetic length is about 
3000 cM)

but: - does not apply everywhere in the genome
- in female meiosis, genetic map is larger 

(chiasmata are more frequent)











Linkage disequilibrium (‘Kopplungsungleichgewicht’):

genetic markers or gene defects are inherited as parts of 
chromosome segments which are limited by crossovers

if Θ is the probability of recombination separating two 
neighboring loci during one meiosis, (1-Θ) is their chance to 
stay together

For two descendants of the same common ancestor living  n 
generations ago, this probability will be (1- Θ)2n

If this ancestor lived around 1550 (i.e., 22 generations ago), 
the chance of two closely linked markers (Θ = 0.01) to stay 
together in both descendants would be 0.9944 = 64%!

Length of such evolutionarily conserved ‘haplotypes’ showing 
allelic associations depends on population history







Association is not necessarily due to linkage 
disequilibrium:

- marker could be directly responsible for the disease

- presence of associated factor might confer selective 
advantage to carrier of unlinked gene defect

- gene defect and associated marker might be confined to 
subset of the population (and be rare outside this subset)
(‘population stratification’)

- association might be a statistical artefact (e.g., if n loci 
are tested, significance levels have to be raised accordingly)

- association due to linkage disequilibrium will only be 
observed if most disease-predisposing chromosomes are 
derived from common ancestor












































